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MEETING NOTICE . . .

The regular monthly meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday, July 9th,
at 8:15 pm, in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. A number of extremely important matters
concerning the administration of our Centre are due for discussion, and members are asked
to attend this important meeting if at all possible.

One of the most important items of the season will be the introduction of a proposed
series of amendments to the by-laws and constitution of the Edmonton Centre. Copies of

the proposed documents will be available for perusal at the meeting, and will be discussed
by Vice president Dr. H.W. Taylor and Franklin Loehde, who were appointed by the Edmonton
Centre Council to review the existing laws and recommend changes in the light of the more

involved scope of the Centre's activities. Members will be asked to approve the final draft
of the new by-laws and constitution at the August meeting, so that the Centre can be officially
incorporated under the Provincial Societies Act before STAR NIGHT - to be held in September.
The July meeting will feature the traditional OBSERVER'S HANDBOOK talk, and will also
include the first oral review of the Society's JOURNAL. (STARDUST, June issue.) Robert Allin
and Ian McLennan will present a report of their visit with members of the Regina Astronomical

Society June 24th, and will show a film of the expedition. (See page five.) A production by
the National Film Board, "ECLIPSE AT GRAND MERE" will also be shown.
Mr. J.L. Gibb, Edmonton representative of
World Books, Inc., has extended an invitation

to members of the Edmonton and Calgary Centres

to attend a lecture by Lt. Col. John A. "Shorty"
Powers, Thursday, July 30th.
The talk will be held at the University of

Alberta in Calgary, S-104 Amphitheatre in the
Science Building, at 8:30 pm.

Lt. Col. Powers will speak on "THE SPACE

AGE - CHALLENGE TO EDUCATION."

His voice is

familiar to millions of people who heard him

report the six successful manned spaceflights
originating from the United States. Lt. Col.

Powers was the official spokesman for the Proj

Lt. Col. John A. Powers, (right) speaking

duties from the National Aeronautics and Space

ury astronaut John Glenn, Jr. (NASA Phot'4

ect Mercury astronauts, until accepting other
Administration a year ago.

at a Washington news conference with Merc-^
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CALGARY -

EDMONTON

OBSERVING

NIGHT,

JULY

18th

On Saturday, July 18th, members of the Calgary and Edmonton Centres of the R.A.S.C will

meet at Sylvan Lake, about 12 miles west of Red Deer for a joint observing/social gathering.

We have accepted the kind invitation of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Jamieson, parents of Edmonton

Centre observer Tom Jamieson, to make their cottage at Sylvan Lake the headquarters for the

evening. A map showing the route to the Jamieson cottage is presented here for the convenience
of members wishing to drive to this meeting. Note the marking @denoting the location.
We are hoping that several members of each Centre will attend the gathering. Details on
transportation will be available at the July meeting of the Edmonton Centre.
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VISITOR FROM D.A.O.

We were pleasantly surprised with the un

announced arrival in Edmonton last week, of

Dr. Stephen Morris of the Dominion Astrophysical
Observatory, Victoria.

He presented himself at the conclusion of a

planetarium show Sunday, June 21st., and later

was able to spend an evening discussing his

work at the D.A.O., which includes extensive
research on a number of B-type stars.

In particular, he and Franklin Loehde had a

reat deal to reminisce about on the adventures

und mis-adventures during Franklin's work at the
observatory a couple of years ago.

Dr. Morris was in Edmonton for a brief visit

with his sister and brother-in-law.

Franklin Loehde

Stephen Morris
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AT OUR LAST MEETING . . .

The lady with the engaging smile (right) is

Dr. Ann Palm, Research Associate at the University
of California, Berkeley, who was the main speaker
at the Edmonton Centre meeting, June 4th.
Dr. Palm's research chiefly concerns the re
duction of information on lunar craters for the

purpose of compiling crater statistics.

She also has conducted investigations on the
moon's reaction to the solar wind.

Dr. Palm's visit to Edmonton was made possible by her

husband's attendance at a meeting of physiologists.

He is

seen (left) chatting with members of the Centre during the

social hour following the formal meeting.

(Our Thorsby

member, Walter Nacuk, gives our guest a friendly scolding
for anticipating cold Arctic weather upon entering the
northern frontier area.)

We wish to thank this fine couple for their most enjoy
able visit with the Centre, and in particular, to express

the appreciation of our members to Dr. Palm herself, for her
very enlightening paper.... a copy of which was autographed,
and donated to the Centre's library.
THE O.W. COLLEY LIBRARY.

The Centre's librarian, William Cable, announces the completion of the O.W. Colley

Memorial Library Section, made possible through a donation of $100.00 from members of Mr.
Colley's family. (STARDUST, Feb., p. 2.)
In all, seventeen books were purchased, all of which will be appropriately inscribed in

the near futuS? The books are: ''THE INDIVIDUAL AND THE UNIVERSE" by Love11i "THE EXPLORATION

OF OUTER SPACE" by Love11j "THE AMATEUR ASTRONOMER" by Moore; "A PLANET CALLED EARTH" by
Gamow "THE STARS" by Rey; "ASTRONOMY" by Moore; "THE MOON" by Gamow; "THE MOON - OUR
NEAREST CELESTIAL NEIGHBOR" by Kopal; "SPACE NOMADS" by LaPazj "STANDARD HANDBOOK FOR

TELESCOPE MAKING" by Howard; "WHY THE WEATHER" by Marshall; "THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION" by
Middleton; "MUSIC OF THE SPHERES" by Murchie; "RELATIVITY FOR THE MILLION" by Gardiner;
"PRACTICAL AMATEUR ASTRONOMY" by Moore; "YOU AND THE UNIVERSE" by Berrill; and "A FIELD
GUIDE TO THE STARS AND PLANETS" by Menzel.

At this time, the Centre wishes to officially acknowledge, by name, the members of Mr.

Colley's family whose contribution made possible the acquisition of these books: They are,
Mr. O.W. Colley, Tacoma, Washington; Dr. R.Q. Colley, Tacoma; Mrs. A.R. Maver, Montreal;
and Mrs. T.C. Pulton, Edmonton.

The books will serve as a material and perpetual reminder of a man who loved Nature, and

who derived his greatest pleasure when sharing that enjoyment with his many friends.

Mr. Cable has asked that all books belonging to the Centre be returned at, or prior to
che July meeting of the Centre, for complete registration.

If you have a book on loan from the Centre's library, and cannot attend the July 9th

meeting, please phone Mr. Cable at the planetarium during business hours.
The telephone number is 455-0119 .
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Bill Cable
Ian Smith

COMET TOMITA - GERBER - HONDA . . .

The stark silhouettes of three Edmonton Centre observers, Bill Cable, Ian Smith and

Franklin Loehde, are pictured (above) as they, along with a group of several others scanned

the early evening twilight sky July 1st, trying to obtain a glimpse of a new comet - named

Tomita - Gerber - Honda, after its three discoverers.

News of the comet's anticipated appearance first filtered into Edmonton via the press
and radio. After an unsuccessful search at the planetarium site July 1st, Ian McLennan

.elephoned the Smithsonian Institute at Cambridge, Mass. Dr. Hayes there said the comet

was located in between the constellations Gemini and Cancer, making it particularly difficult
to observe from Northern Alberta - due to the extended hours of bright twilight. However,

according to Dr. Hayes, the comet is slowly pulling away from the sun, and is expected to

become more prominent within the next two weeks.
Members of the Centre are asked to scan the western sky each evening after sunset, pref

erably with binoculars or a small telescope. If the comet is sighted, please telephone the
planetarium, whose staff will, in turn, alert the observers' group.

Hopefully, the comet may attain its most favorable magnitude and location in time for the

Calgary - Edmonton observing session at Sylvan Lake, July 18th. (page two.)

We were pleased to note the publication, in the June issue of the R.A.S.C. JOURNAL,

a paper by Dr. L.A. Bayrock, (Research Council of Alberta) and Dr. R.E. Folinsbee, (U of

Department of Geology) concerning the fall and recovery of the now-famous Peace River
Meteorite.

The detonating bolide landed at 4:35 am,

March 31, 1963.

Dr. Folinsbee attended the June meeting of the

Edmonton Centre, and (right) spoke for a few minutes
about the JOURNAL article.

What he didn't tell us, was that in addition to

a wealth of intriguing data on the remarkable search
*or fragments of the meteorite, the paper could also
,ualify for a comedy award I
Read it carefully. You will agree that scientific
papers don't have to be dull reading.
Anyway, as we said about three years ago,
"METEORITES LIKE ALBERTA BETTER."

Dr. Folinsbee

of
A
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On June 24th, Robert Allin and Ian
McLennan travelled to Regina to witness the

final stages of the eclipse of the moon.

Even from that far east, only the latter

stages of the penumbral phase were observed;

however, clear skies and the usual Regina

hospitality made it a most worthwhile venture.
Members of the Regina Astronomical Society

gathered at a huge mound east of the city,
and witnessed a beautiful moonrise.

The

Regina visit also provided an opportunity to

visit the R.A.S.'s impressive little observ

atory from which considerable research is

conducted - despite its undesirable, temp
orary location.

Pictured (right) are Keith Knox, presi
dent of the Regina Society, John Hodges,

observatory director, and Mr. Allin, who are
all posed beside the Society's 10 - inch

McClung reflecting telescope. (The photo
appears grainy because of the process of

adapting a color transparency.)

A number of pictures were taken of the penumbral moonrise, including a time-lapse movie
showing the motion of the moon over the period of nearly half an hour. Color changes during
this time may be due to the emergence from the shadow - in addition to the normal transition
usually noted when the moon rises higher in the heavens.

Our Regina visit provided an opportunity to wish Mr. and Mrs. Ben Drew a happy retirement.
Mr. Drew, last year's president of the Regina Astronomical Society, is retiring from his
position with the National Film Board, and will be moving to Kitchener, Ontario. He has

expressed an interest in establishing aCentre of the R.A.S.C. there. Incidentally, Dave and

Marilyn Marven are now living there. Hint, Dave!

Our sincere thanks to Regina, and in particular to John and Jean Hodges, and Earl Milton,
for their kind hospitality.
NEWS NOTES....

*

Some letters have been mailed to R.A.S.C. members in various parts of Canada, soliciting

suggestions for the Society's national Centennial project. All members are urged to
carefully consider this question, and submit ideas. Meanwhile, a letter from John Fisher,

Canadian Centennial Commissioner, congratulates the R.A.S.C. for its Centennial plans.

* Jim Wright and Bob Nelson returned to Calgary recently after an extensive tour of most of
the American planetariums, but minus several good cameras which were stolen from their
car outside the Hayden Planetarium in New York.

* President Jensen, Franklin Loehde and Ian McLennan held a meeting with officials of CP.A.

regarding excursion fares to Peru for the May 30th total eclipse of the sun. Don t forget
the "fly now - pay later" plan; it'll be a marvelous trip!

*

Published results of most of the airborne eclipse flights of July 20th, 1963, have been
received from Douglas Aircraft, Santa Monica.

The Nationwide Amateur Astronomers Convention, August 28 - 31, Denver, looks like a wonder
ful week-end. The R.A.S.C. is one of the sponsoring organizations.

Earl Milton is engaged!

Most members of Montreal Centre were clouded out in their attempt to view the June 24th
eclipse of the moon. Preliminary reports from elsewhere indicate a fairly light eclipse.
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AN EDITORIAL

Mo matter how much opposition is organized against the adoption of the new, distinctive
Canadian flag, it would appear certain that the government has gone beyond the point of no

return, and it will be only a matter of time before it will be flying atop the flag poles of
our country - and from embassies of our country in lands around the world.

It is pointless to argue that too much time has been spent on the question The flag
will presumably be flying for many generations into the dim and unknown future, and so, today,
it certainly is worthy of much deliberation.

There are many people who believe there should be no change at alio However, it is
claimed that there IS going to be a change; and so the question is reduced to a matter cf
the octual design. Many thousands of people who do agree in principle with the adoption^of

a new flag, have expressed bitter disappointment with the design chosen by our Prime Minister.
It Is almost certain that it is too late to have the design changed, but it would do no harm

to have alternate, more imaginative designs placed in the hands of our elected representatives.

A young observer with the Edmonton Centre, (significantly a future citizen) has suggested

a design incorporating the pattern of stars in the Big Dipper, and Polaris - the North Star.
It would be impossible to think of a more exciting and appropriate concept. Australia and New
Zealand proudly display flags which feature the distinctive shape of the Southern Cross - the
queen of the southern constellations. Yet9 no northern hemisphere nation has taken advantage
of the North Star for this purpose.

It would be nice if there were ten stars in the Big Dipper, corresponding with our ten

provinces. However, again the future must be carefully considered: Canada will not always
have ten provinces. Unquestionably, the Yukon will become one; and it is conceivable that
other orovinces will merge.

If they do, our grandchildren will go through the cumbersome

ocess of replacing perfectly good flags with others containing the correct number of maple

weaves, or beavers, or

.

Ideally, a flag salutes the past, and symbolizes the future. A few dozen years ago,

pioneers and settlers plodded their way through the vast9 unknown Canada, following the North
Star; surveyors plotted our boundaries, railways, trails and villages using the stars.

And what about the future? Canada is emerging from its infancy at the very beginning of the
Space Age.

What better time to have stars in our eyes!

LATE NEWS FLASHES:

It has been announced in Ottawa that Dr. CS. Beals9 Canada's Dominion Astronomer, is

retiring. Dr. Beals, who is president of the American Astronomical Society, was recently
honored at the R.A.s',C General Assembly in Ottawa as the recipient of the Society s

service award. He was national president of the R,A.SoCo9 1950 - 1952. Members of the
Edmonton Centre join with others across Canada in wishing DrQ Beals a happy retirement.
A new star has been born. STARDUST's production editor9 Walter Franiel, and his wife

Joy, are the happy parents of a little girl, born July 5tho Her name is Andromeda I

Comet Tomita-Gerber-Honda (page four) may have been sighted by Edmonton Centre observers

Saturday evening, July 4th. Observing from the planetarium site, Bill Cable, Gary Finley
and Merle Blachut observed a suspicious looking9 vertical object in the western twilight

sky about 10:00 pm. Extensive smoke and haze prevented confirmation of the sighting.
We recently received an edition of the LETHBRIDGE HERALD containing a feature article on
our very dear friends, Charlie and Mona Clarko One of their fine telescopic portraits
of the moon was included* (See STARDUST, Feb., 1964, page four.)

STARDUST, a monthly newsletter of the Edmonton Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of

Canada.

Editor, Ian C McLennan0

Production,

Walter Franielo
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Most sincere thanks of the Executive Committee and all members of the R.A.S.C. who were

present are extended to the President, Dr. V. Gaizauskas, and the members of the Ottawa

Centre for hosting a very successful General Assembly in mid-May.

Mr. F.R. Park and his

Committees achieved new heights in their arrangements for all the Assembly functions.

From the initial moment of registration on Friday to the closing visit to the Springhill
Meteor Observatory on Sunday, all participants agreed that everything exceeded all expecta
tions.
The total registration was 170, with 122 from out-of-town; approximately 200
persons attended the Friday evening meeting and 130 members heard 13 excellent papers at
the scientific session oh Saturday morning.
The displays were most effectively arranged

in the foyer of the Science Building at Carleton University where all the meetings were
held.
A total of 70 visitors availed themselves of the residence accommodation offered
and were delighted with the spaciousness and decor of the rooms.
Although Saturday was
a rainy day and the beauty of the Tulip Festival was somewhat dimmed, 35 people enjoyed
the bus tour.
The visit to the Dominion Observatory on Saturday evening was most
interesting and enlightening and the visit to Springhill Meteor Observatory, hosted by
Dr. and Mrs. Peter M. Millman, was unforgettable.
A brief stop was made at the Goth
Hill Solar Observatory en route to Springhill.
Committee meetings held during the
General Assembly included: Constitution and By-Laws, Editing, Observational Activities,
Adult Education, Publication Sales and Advertising, and National Council.
Dr. CS. Beals

(Ottawa Centre), Fr. M.W. Burke-Gaffney (Halifax Centre) and Mr. W.T. Goddard (Hamilton

Gentre) were recipients of the Service Award of the Society.

Dr. W.E. van Steenburgh,

Honorary President, was made a Life Member for his contributions to astronomy and to the
Society, and Dr. Gerald M. Clenience, formerly of the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington,

was elected to Honorary Membership.

To sum it up:

"Everything was great'. Thanks again".

Mile Fleurange Laforest, Centre Francais de Montreal, has sent us the results of the com

petition among the amateur astronomers in Quebec on the solar eclipse of July 20, I963.

While the Grand Prize was won by the College des Ursulines de Quebec, members of the C.F.
de Montreal received recognition: Marc Durand for his remarkable 8mm. colour movie,
Mile Andree Laforest and the youth group "Les Liserons" for contributions of photographs
and drawings.
Another issue of STARDUST has been received from the Edmonton Centre and it continues to

provide the most news in the least space.

were included.

Excellent photographs from the General Assembly

Mr. Ian McLennan, Director of the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium, gave an

address and showed his film "The Day of the Dark Sun" to the Winnipeg Centre on May 30th.

Members of the Montreal Centre are continuing to be active in their observing disciplines,
including a Deep Sky Wonder Night at the summer home of Mr. Sidney Sundell in Montgomery
Center, Vermont, and a programme for the lunar eclipse of June 24th.
Jim Low of the Montreal Centre has written to the National Office about the research he is

doing on the history of amateur astronomy in Canada and the R.A.S.C.
He would like to
hear from anyone who may have information not available from old JOURNALS or back issues
of newsletters from Centres ... can you assist him in his search? Please dol

On May 27th, the retiring President of the Halifax Centre, Dr. A.A. Mills, gave a lecture
entitled "Tektites - Terrestrial or Extra-Terrestrial?"; we are hoping to receive a copy
of this address as a potential article for the R.A.S.C. JOURNAL.

Marie Fidler

«J«E. Kennedy

